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Preface 

Dad served as a navigator with the Royal Air Force Heavy Bomber 
Squadron No. 158 during the Second World War. He flew six operational 
missions; three to Hamburg and one each to Nurenburg, Milan and 
Munchen-Gladbach.  It was on this last mission that his Halifax II aircraft 
was shot down by a night fighter and crashed 4 km south of Eksel, 
Belgium (21 km north of Hasselt). Dad and two others of the ‘U for uncle’ 
crew  survived.  After hiding out in a haystack, he was captured and taken 
to Stalag IVB in Muhlberg-on-Elbe, Germany. The four that died, were 
buried in Heverlee War Cemetery near Brussels, Belgium. 
 
Dad’s original Prisoner of War Diary is in the capable safekeeping of 
Danielle. We decided to reproduce it in this fashion to complement the 
original so that anyone reading it in the future will have no problem trying 
to decipher the handwriting. 
 
Dad didn’t talk about his time as a POW.  Ron, Peter, David and I didn’t even know this 
book existed until Dad died in August, 1998. Beyond being thrilled to read his account, we 
were most surprised to find out he was known more commonly as Garfield and “Sugar” 
than as Robert. You’ll need to read this story to find out more about that! The focus of his 
diary is on the entertainment he was part of providing to his fellow prisoners and captors 
rather than on the horrific experience of being a prisoner.   
 
While we didn’t learn much from Dad about this WWII experiences, his love of theatre 
and music was well known to us. His choice to focus on this passion during his time in 
Stalag IVB is quite fitting and it’s clear from his diary that he was working with many like-
minded people which would have pleased him.  
 
As part of our research in producing this document, we were able to glean information 
from various archives.  This has been included as an appendix. 
 

Jane Townley Dekkers 
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Robert Garfield Townley 
 

August 14, 1945 
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Stalag IVB 

 

Forward – The Purpose In Mind 
 
This log is primarily used to represent the work I did in 
this camp IVB, concerning entertainments that I took part 
in and other theatre shows that we had. 
 
Prisoner-of-war life affects many changes upon its 
victims and I decided to use what small talents I may 
possess in order to entertain and pass the time away for 
all of us, including myself.  As I recall everything I am 
now putting into these pages, I don’t think I or any of the 
other entertainers have failed in this sometimes gigantic 
task.  We have had setbacks and diversions but always 
we have tried to provide “something different” and always 
the best.  Needless to say I am enjoying most of if but it 
doesn’t take the place of “civvy street” and “home”. 
 
Study in the academic sense has been prohibitive to 
most of us and I think entertaining is as good if not better 
method to keep our minds lively and active.  I regret 
nothing and look forward to these pages, plus the pages 
of my mind to recall our efforts to put a bit of color into 
the drab life of a P.O.W. 
 
I have met all kinds of people in this life and have gained 
many fine friends.  Let us hope that when we look back 
on this “period” of our young lives we will remember the 
happy times and not the “other times” which are plentiful 
enough. 
 

Robert Garfield Townley 
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After being shot down,  
RG Townley was one of 
three survivors of the “U for 
Uncle” crew. 
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Bomber Command 
 
Then outward bound they set, these Vikings of a newborn age, 
To write fresh deeds of valour, with crystal pen, on History’s deathless page, 
In Silver Galleons they set out, “Strange ships, and wondrous men are these!” 
Who plumbed the unknown starlit depths of God’s Celestial seas. 
True Sons! Whose ancestors in byegone days – vanquished the Spaniard and his seaborne might 
(Young) England’s skybourne fleet set sail – “Armada of the cloudless night” 
 
The winking stars in wonder watch – as through cloud and moonlit haze 
Each silver ship sails gracefully by – past phantom capes and star-filled bays. 
The Captain and the crew of each, imbued with but one single thought 
Their England ne’er shall feel those chains alien hands have wrought. 
Though well knowing as their gallant ships, the tempest’s fury brave 
The Harbour which perchance they’ll find – lies ‘yond the silent grave. 
 
The Navy of the sky sails on! Their decks awash with cloud, 
Swift Galleons of Celestial seas, of whom we’re justly proud 
Stern guardians of our Empire’s heart, patrolling high above 
Determined that no harm befall those whom they dearly love. 
How proudly do they sail – those ships! – out ‘ver the azure blue 
Well knowing that though many sail – those who return are few! 
 
We need no day, we earthbound folk – no hour set aside 
In which to turn our thoughts to them – and those of them who died! 
No cenotaph need we erect to assist us to recall 
How many of those silver ships with gallant crew did fall! 
Their memory shall be evergreen – borne on the evening breeze 
Which murmurs softly o’er the world – “Strange Ships! And wondrous men were these” 
 
ACE Eason, 1944 
 
NB copyright apparently held by ACE Eason but verbally he gave me full use of his poem and allowed me to use it at anytime in any manner 
that I saw fit. I thoroughly enjoy both his poem and his fine gesture that went with it.    RGT 1944 
Used in a program Riff Raff Revue that Denis Auld and I co-produced in Hut 34A Stalag IVB Muhlberg, Germany 
I should like to have the above poem reproduced with all profits to be distributed to the Red Cross Organization if possible. RGT 
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The Empire Theatre 
 
In December 1943, we received permission 
to have a camp theatre.  The conditions by 
the Germans being that we build it 
ourselves and that we maintain it.  By 
Christmas 1943, the barrack 47b, my 
original barrack began to resemble 
something between a shambles and a 
theatre.  Midnight mass was held and 
celebrated on a sand floor, a rough pit and 
much scaffolding.  Two huge Christmas 
trees lighted by candles and the High Alter 
hid most of the ugliness and was a 
success.  During January, the first two 
shows were getting in everyone’s way by 
rehearsing in every inch of the place.  It 
was quite cold and nearly everyone was a 
stranger to his fellow entertainer but all 
pulled together to make it a first class show 
house with first class shows.  “Muhlberg 
Melody of 1944” finally opened on January 
25, 1944 and the transformation affected 
and the good quality of the show really sent 
us off on a top note.  At the official opening 
by the German commandant and his staff 
the next day, our host told us that the 
theatre was ours so long as we gave 
consecutive and good performances.  The 
German people will never stand in the way 
of culture as they recognize it as probably 
the most important part of any community.  
“The British are an intelligent and 
knowledge seeking race and they are glad 
to see it.  May you have good success and 

your stay here in Germany be not long but 
that your stay here be accompanied by 
good entertainment.”   
 
And so we went on our way to give the 
many shows and presentations that I have 
attempted to record in the following pages.  
They are not complete because usually on 
Sunday afternoons we were given band 
concerts, lecturers, discussions, soloists 
etc and on Sunday mornings and evenings 
we had Church of England and Free 
Church services presided over by three 
padres and the Roman Catholics held their 
services in the chapel and French Theatre. 
 
Full run shows ran about two weeks (10-15 
perf) while special symphony or chamber 
music shows ran 1-5 performances and 
then E.T.G’s (Experimental Theatre Group) 
shows ran for usually 1 day only – 
Sundays. 
 
I have some very happy memories in my 
theatre associations and met some fine 
fellows on the stage, back stage and 
around the camp.  Perhaps that is why I am 
willing to bide my time in this manner until 
the curtain rings down on the Victory show.  
RGT 
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RGT’s Stage Name was “Garfield” and after playing the role of 
“Sugar” he earned that as a nickname. 
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Mark of Cain, Radio play around the huts 
January, 1944 

All Canadian cast, originally produced for Christmas 
in our own hut 34A and then toured the camp for 15 
performances Jan 6- Jan 25, 1944 closing due to 
illness in cast. 

Double Exposure, skit toured with Mark of Cain 
A very funny opener 

Green Coupe, Radio drama  
Produced by Garfield Townley  

February, 1944 
A neat show. 

Desire Under The Elms, Radio play  
Produced by O’Neill    March, 1944 

An experiment in modern drama.  Some found it 
confusing but perhaps my bad cutting was to blame. 
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24 Hours a Day, Radio comedy with music played first 
in Campana Radio Theatre, NY.  

Adapted and produced by Garfield Townley 
March, 1944 

Very humorous and successful. Ran 2 performances. 

Submarine Zone, a Radio play produced by 
O’Neill – April, 1944 

Casting good.  Audience said it was too short so 
that’s good! 

CANZASA  

(Canada, Australia, New, Zealand, America, South, Africa)  
Produced by Neville MacAlary and Pete Farrow  

March, 1944 
 
Toured the huts for 7 performances – was taken off because 5 
of cast moved to a Canadian Camp and this was immediately 
followed by isolation and ban of touring entertainment for the 
period.  Very well received and considered by many as one of 
the best shows ever.  We were all Dominion’s fellows in the 
show (except Alan Deane). 
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Shortly after this show, Teddy Wood died.  We sure miss 
Teddy and his wonderful voice.  I have known him for a 
couple of years so I felt his loss more than most of us here.  

Riff Raff Revue, produced by Denis Auld and Garfield 
Townley – June, 1944 

Short and snappy but a headache in production. 

Friday Night at 6, Radio Varieties written by Roland 
Hale,  

Produced by Roland Hale and Garfield Townley – 
Spring, 1944 

Ran for 9 editions and was highly successful.  So much so 
that it was renewed this winter 1944-45 under the title of 
Variety Hour and small changes of context. 

Dancetime – May, 1944 

England vs Scotland – May, 1944 

Jungle Drums – June, 1944 

Danscopation – July, 1944 
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Bang on Revue, Music comedy featuring the Whizzo 
Chorus. written and produced by Tug Wilson  

May, 1944 
Lots of fun and bags of music made it a good show.  The 
costumes and makeup were excellent.  By gosh it was hot 
work. 

Heather Club Social, 
Concert party in the theatre – June, 1944 
A nice meal was what we played for! 

Scrapbook of 1944, Radio show written by Roland Hale and 
produced by Roland Hale and Garfield Townley – Christmas, 1944 

Put on Xmas night by the hut, we recalled in flashback form all the hut 
incidents, grave and gay of the year.  Songs from the Empire shows 
and excerpts from the plays.  All the old artists and a few new ones.  It 
was well received.  Then at 11:30pm we had an informal show on the 
floor and carried on till ‘lights out’. 
New Year’s Eve Dance 55B.New Year’s Night Ball 16A 
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The Empire Presents, produced by Les Mundy and Phil 
Remington – January, 1944 

We celebrated the Empire’s first birthday by doing excerpts 
from all the ‘run’ shows that had been presented during its 
first year of operation.  The flashbacks on the plays were 
done by means of ‘radio’ with the microphone backstage.  
The variety and music bills had the actual artists repeating 
just what made the certain shows memorable.   
This was really the coldest day of the winter and it was a 
strain smiling through the frost of our breaths but it was an 
excellent show of reminisces. 

Funf For All – October, 1943 
A variety show given in the French Theatre mostly by the 
boys who came up from Italy and were anxious to start 
entertainments going as soon as possible.  Most of the 
material was ‘old’ stuff and the standard hadn’t as yet 
reached a high standard but it went down well with us RAF 
chaps who had spent 2-3 months here without any ‘real’ 
shows. 
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 Folks 
 

I like those folks who always try, 
To look you squarely in the eye, 

Whose hand-clasp always seem to say,  
“I’m mighty glad I passed your way.” 

 
I like those folks who play the game, 
And win or lose, it’s just the same, 

Who always smile, and say “Well done! 
It really was a lot of fun.” 

 
I like those folks who always grin, 

And take their troubles on the chin, 
Then, when you’re down they understand, 

And come and lend a helping hand.  
 

Thomas Grant 
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ALICE 
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Variety, Radio and Stage Shows that Toured the Camp 
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Midnight Rendezvous 
 

Midnight and once again I’m dreaming 
While moonbeams wave patterns in my room 

Waiting and hoping that you’ll come once more 
Knowing you’ll brighten my gloom. 

Each night darling I’ve waited for you 
Each night sweetheart you came 

And faithful to the promise that you made clear 
We shall meet in dreams again. 

 
Lonely at midnight, dreaming beneath the starlight 

Hoping you remember to be dreaming too 
Breathless I wander to worlds out yonder 

Keeping our Midnight Rendezvous. 
Once we made a vow, which we’ll keep somehow 

We will meet in dreams, so I wait for you now 
Longing to hear you, long to be near you, just to cheer you 

Kiss you and swear I’ll never desert you  
Never more hurt you again. 

Keeping this Midnight Rendezvous of pain. 
Lyrics by Bill Beal 
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“The Old Man of IVB”  
music by Ray Marqust, words by R.G. Townley 
 

Hand me down my old lasso 
And my zootie Stetson too, 

I’ll ride the range in a roadster too, 
Says the old man of IVB 

 
As I go across the sage, 

From the movies I’ll steal a page 
I’ll tour the land with my own swing band, 

Says the old man of IVB 
 

Nowadays in the West 
New methods came to stay 

Swing has made it, something to see 
Where the deer and buffalo play 

 
Bounce the rhythm, don’t get stuck, 

Bucking broncos no longer buck 
They just rear up and start to truck 

Says the old man of IVB 
 

Yes he came here lookin’ good 
Feelin’ fat and full o’ food 

But after one year you should see 
The old man of IVB 

 
Even tho’ invasion came 

Conditions stayed about the same 
See him play ‘The old ball game’ 

The old man of IVB 
 

There he goes on his way 
No cares what you say 

Parcel bashin’, English or bulk 
It’s all the same to him 

 
When the gates are opened wide 
You’ll find him waitin’ there inside  

Waiting for the home free ride 
The old man of IVB 
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In some sudden silly idea one night I wrote this for 
Eric.  When I made the comment that my poem 
wasn’t exactly “Hurst” I fully expected the retort 
“Thank God!” – oh well here it is –  
 

Strictly Left Hand 
 

I’ve read all the popular authors 
Like Shakespeare and E Allan Poe, 
So how I can glory in an Eric Hurst story 
Is more than I’ll ever know. 
 
I’ve scanned all the popular poets 
Like Wordsworth and Browning and Burns 
Why I can’t refrain from a Hurst quatrain 

- a person like me never learns! 
 
I’ve argued with most every body 
From Voltaire to George Bernard Shaw 
(But if I gave credit to his New Times Edit 
I’d be an exception to prove a law.) 
 
I’ve criticized musical comedies 
By Gershwin, Berlin, and their kind, 
But I love the seduction of a Lone Fang production 
 -My God! I must be out of my mind! 
 

Well anyway Eric was amused. 
 – or is tolerant the correct word? 

 
R. G. Townley 
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Muhlberg Melody – Variety produced by Leo Mundy 
January, 1944 

This show opened the theatre for us. For a raw company in a 
raw theatre working in raw winter weather it was a 
commendable show.  It lacked the spontaneity and polish 
that experience can give but for entertainment starved 
Kriegies it certainly opened our theatre life in an adequate 
way. 

Boy Meets Girl – Comedy produced by  
Philip Remington and Anthony Walter – February, 1944 

A comedy of Hollywood.  The first play in the theatre and it 
overcame many difficulties of costumes, scenery, and lighting 
to become a brilliant success.  Gosh it was cold weather too. 
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Outward Bound – Play produced by Nehler Abrams 
April, 1944 

Different entertainment for Kriegies, better enjoyed than I 
anticipated because of the antiquated and hackneyed plot.  
Personally I was not too keen on it probably because this 
was the fourth version I have seen and not the best. 

Knee Deep Variety – a fill in show by the “Mudlarks” 
April, 1944 

Ran 4 days. Originally a hut show but doubled when illness 
caused Outward Bound to close after 8 performances.  
Show had some very good material in it.  Inclined to be 
blue and sometimes the pace faltered.  Let’s see some 
more of this company. 
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Music In The Cage – a musical extravaganza with script,  
music, lyrics, and production by Eric Hurst, directed by  

Frank Lazzari and Leo Mundy – April, 1944 
Sets perfect, accepted as an A1 show and with more added could prosper on a civvies 
stage.  Ending a bit weak because of difficulty of tying up the sequences.  All songs and 
especially lyrics deserve praise.  Bedalia chorus was my doing. 
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Music In The Cage 
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Music In The Cage 
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Music In The Cage 
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Music In The Cage 
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Music In The Cage 
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Music In The Cage 
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Music In The Cage 
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Music In The Cage 
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“Band Show”  Les Whitmore and his dance orchestra 
Conducted and composed by Bill Rae – March, 1944 
A good modern orchestra in a clever setting.  Some 

effect lost because the show lacked variety numbers and 
turns to spot the music. 

Muhlberg Light Orchestra – May, 1944 
An enjoyable program of popular clas-
sics. 
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Muhlberg Light Orchestra #2 
– Directed by Alan Bolt with 

the  
Muhlberg Singers 

July, 1944 
This show not as good as first 
one but still mighty good for a 
Kriegie Camp.  Daring and 
progressive but a little too much 
so for our conservative (still) 
tastes. 



Olympus – composed by Syd Emerick 
June, 1944 

Athletic display showing all types of physical  
culture.  Sounds very prosaic but it was really run 
along Broadway lines.   
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Let’s Rae’s a Laff 
Variety by Bill Rae and Geo Harrington – June, 1944 

A huge cast of 45 but we all caught our cues if even by 
miracles.  It was essentially built for entertainment and we 
took full advantage of it.  During the run, the Invasion came 
along and it made the audiences even merrier. 

Just after this happy show, “Emma” – Joe Brown was 
shot by a guard when he was picking strawberries 
when he should have been on parade.  Even so it was 
all so unnecessary.  I will never forget the way he had 
us all in stitches when he burlesqued an opera singer 
rendering “Away” in spirited cum falsetto.  The full cast 
is in the program in the centre of this log. 
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The Man Who Came to Dinner– Comedy by Kaufman & 
Hart, produced by Nehler Abrams and Sid Emeric 

June, 1944 
Another sensational comedy that broke every conceivable 
record at the theatre.  A very polished performance by all 
the players which carried small roles and the big players – 
Sheriden Whiteside, Maggie and Lorraine.  Nat Hoffman did 
swell as understudy of Whiteside too.  These 4 really 
carried all the hard work. 
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Dover Road – A Comedy by A.A. Milne 
produced by Sydney Emerick – May, 1944 

A polite drawing room comedy well presented.  Paul White 
on the scenery excelled himself by duplicating a medieval 
castle room for a setting for the play.  Performances were all 
extremely good but special mention and credit must go to 
Jack Lomath, Don Evans, and Bernard Greenburg. 
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Splash! – Variety by Joe Penn and Nicky Read  
July, 1944 

A very entertaining and well presented show.  Outstanding 
scenery by Paul White.  Costumes were not new but ok.  
I’m afraid I preferred “Let’s Rae’s a Laff” though. 
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Again, HELLO Again!,  new bullet paced Radio Revue  
Produced by Leo Mundy – March, 1945 

A lot of fun with a good company.  Well appreciated even if 
done in a ‘bad’ time. 
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Kriegie Kocktail – Variety Produced by MacAlary 
and Nicholson – September, 1944 

A very good show enhanced by beautiful presentation, 
costumes and novel settings.  I really enjoyed this show 
mainly because it was the cast who really produced the 
results.  
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The Girl Next Door 
words and music by Eric Hurst 

 
Verse  
When I was very young, I used to go 
Regularly to a picture show. 
I fell for a Western gal under a Western moon 
Every marvelous Saturday afternoon. 
But canned romance began to bore 
The day I first set eyes on The Girl next door 
 
Chorus 
eh I dreamed of Nazinova when I still believed in pixies 
Went and captured Clara Bow from twenty Richard dixies 
But who was the little what have you That I finally floundered for? 
The popular press gave the name and address of the girl next door. 
 
I’ve dated all the stars of Mr. Laskey’s Famous Players 
Even broke the lion’s heart and Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer 
But who was the little what have you that I finally floundered for? 
The popular press gave the name and address of the girl next door. 
 
In a cinema my senses and defenses were destroyed 
By something far more solid than a strip of celluloid 
An educational feature in a fancy kind of frock 
That stopped my circulation with a western electric shock 
 
I’ve played with Pompadour and left a crying Cleopatra 
Even stole the fans of Taylor, Groucho Marx, and Frank Sinatra! 
But who was the little what have you that I finally floundered for? 
The popular press gave the name and address of the girl next door. 
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“Hey Sugar” – words and music by Eric Hurst 
 
Trio - “Hey Sugar, you’re very nice, 
 Just a piece of sugar – spice, 
 What a daintiness – bless her 
 Hey Sugar, you’re sorta dear, 
 What the doctor ordered dear, 
 What a pretty miss – yes sir! 
 You’ve got the local ladies all at sixes and sevens, 
 Hey Sugar, for what you’ve got 
 (We’re) Hotter than a Hottentot 
 That’s mighty hot, 
 For we like spicy Sugar quite a lot. 
Sugar-Say Fellers, you’re awful sweet, 
 Handing me a sugar beet, 
 Candy is my yen, yeah man! 
 Say fellers, you’ve got a style, 
 Standin’ out a mile 
 Gen me up again, yeah man. 
Trio- You’ve got a chassis, classical scribes are fond of 
 describing 
 You’ve got the curves that serves a copper better 
 than bribing 
Sugar-Say fellers, say it again, 
 Keep it up and I’ll say when 
Trio- 10 out of 10 
 To shapely Sugar’s figure in this pen 

NB Both “Hey Sugar” and “The Girl Next Door” were 
written for me by Eric when I was to appear in Kriegie 
Kocktail at the Empire Theatre, August, 1944.  Both songs 
were immediate successes. Thanks a million Eric Hurst. 
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Barrett’s of Wimpole Street 
Drama produced by Roy Goodhind  

August, 1944 
A very well done drama of 1850 period with special 
attention to authentic period costuming and setting.  
An excellent show that could better have been 
played in cooler weather.  We liked the acting of 
Barrett, Elizabeth, Browning and Henrietta best.. 



Nightingale Waltz  

There’s a Golden mist around the moon, 

And perfume of Rose in the air, 

From over the way comes the haunting tune 

Of Nightingales  singing there; 

To the tune of the birds, let my heart put the words 

And in case all my whispering fails, 

There’s a Golden Moon, the scented air 

And the Song of the Nightingales.  
Lyrics by Eric Hurst  1943 
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Blythe Spirit – November, 1943 
The first presentation by the Dramatic Society.  It was 
prepared in Italy and showed on the French Theatre stage 
after two rehearsals here.  It was an excellent play but 
needed a lot more rehearsing.  But these pioneers deserve a 
lot of credit.  After two performances the company almost in 
bloc left for Zeitung for two months with many other army 
boys – but it was a start.  



You Can’t Take IT With You! 
Play by Kaufman & Hart  

produced by Sid Emerick and Wilf Sutton – October, 1944 
A huge success but I’m afraid the slapstick in it overshadowed the 
psychology in the plot.  It “laid ‘em in the aisles”. 
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Three Noel Coward Plays from “Tonight at 8:30”  
September, 1944 

 
‘Ways and Means’ produced by Jack Lomath 

‘Family Album’ produced by Jack Swales 
‘Fumed Oak’ produced by John Eastwood 

 
A very hearty selection, ideal for the hot weather at the 
time. 
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The Petrified Forest – Play by Robert Sherwood,  
produced by John Eastwood and David Cleary 

November, 1944 
A huge dramatic success very well done. 
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Spring Song For Jennifer 
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Spring Song for Jennifer, Musical Comedy written 
by Arnold Davies in Italy, 1942.   

 
This version by Phil Remington, Mel Sable, Eric Hurst, 
Tom Pickard and Sid Emerick.  Music written by Peter 
Green, additional music by Eric Hurst, lyrics by Eric 
Hurst, Tom Pickard and Mel Sabre plus two German 
folksongs. Produced by Sid Emerick. 
 
Comment 
Perhaps the play should have been called Spring 
Song for Aunt Milly.  The settings were superb, the 
authentic Austrian costumes, which were rented, were 
sensational and the music directed by Peter Green 
himself was quite excellent.  Some of the music was 
really beautiful and all of it was good.  I hope to hear 
more of it after the war.   
 
The show ran to 15 performances and broke all 
booking records to date.  Showed to a total audience 
of 6,900 people. 
 
The cast sang and played well even though only two 
of the cast are “singers”. 
 
An excellent example of what prisoners of war can do 
in prison camps. 
 
Our theatre in camp is adjudged the finest in Germany 
and this show certainly must strengthen the belief. 

Spring Song For Jennifer 
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Spring Song For Jennifer 
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Spring Song For Jennifer 
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Spring Song For Jennifer 
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Spring Song For Jennifer 
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Spring Song For Jennifer 
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Spring Song For Jennifer 
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No Time For Comedy 
A conversation play by J. S. Berhman   

produced by Charles Phelps   
December, 1944 

An ETG (Experimental Theatre Group) 
presentation prepared for a single 
performance.  Its appeal was sufficient to 
extend the run to 8 performances in all.  A 
polished performance.  Congratulations to all 
the cast but special mention to Charlie who 
captivated his audiences by his superb acting 
ability.  RGT.  
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Noel Sur La Place – Xmas on the Green 
Produced and directed by Roy Goodhind. 

Xmas, 1944  
ETG (Experimental Theatre Group)’s Xmas show – a 
simple tale of the nativity handled in a sincere and 
restrained style.  Translated from the French by Phil 
Remington and Tony Walters.  

Xmas Pageant 
“The Creation & Nativity”   

Tableaux under Nehler Abrams.   
Orchestra and Choir - Jack Lawrence   

Produced by the Church of IVB   
Christmas, 1944 

Very ambitious, narrating weak and perhaps 
a bit too religious in tone.  
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Keep It Dark! 
Revue – non-stop in 12 scenes  

Written and devised by George Miller,  
produced by George Miller  

and George Harrington.  
January, 1945 

 
A smart show, well dressed and decored but 
I’m afraid not up to our usual high standard 
even though it was well received by our new 
friends in the camp – The Yanks. 
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E.T.G. Experimental Theatre Group  
Directed by Anthony Walter and Phil 

Remington 
June, 1943-Dec, 1944 

 
The purpose is to show short plays, or 
excerpts with limited appeal and portray new 
and old methods of playwrights, direction, 
scenery, costuming etc.  So far they have 
been very successful.  The actors in the 
camp appreciate the plan as they can learn 
by watching as well as taking part.   
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Rope 
A drama 

January, 1945 
A fill in show due to the cold weather.  I’m 
afraid it was rather under-rehearsed.  The 
play itself demands some concentrated 
acting that at times the plays weren’t up to 
and so the psychological turn of it was 
vague.  Outstanding were Bernard 
Greenburg and John Stark.  Entertaining 
play but not first rate. 
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American Swing 
January, 1945 

Anglo-American dance band made up of old 
Englishmen and new Americans here.  A top 
brand of swing well done.  Conducted by 
trombonist Bill McMann featuring Myers and 
Goodman on trumpets. Compiled by Bill Rae. 
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Mexican Gold, 
Musical comedy  

with music and lyrics by Bill Smith 
Produced by Joe Cox  

February, 1945 
The best dressed show to date and Paul 
White’s scenery and Harry Watson’s lighting 
truly exceptional and worthy of civvies 
street.  The songs were often good and 
singers sang them.  Robert Musquin’s 
sensational dancing is to be remembered.  
The plot and script was vague and thank 
heavens negligible.  Too bad that it wasn’t 
worthy of the rest of the show. 
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Mexican Gold 
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Bolt Symphony 
 

Once again Alan Bolt proves his mastery of music and 
gave us another excellent program.  His orchestra inter-
national in aspect worked beautifully together—all 35 of 
them. 
 
Bill Irving as soloist gave a performance worthy of any 
concert hall.  His touch was airy yet confident.  The Bolt 
singers turned to church chorals of the 1780 period and 
were, in a word, powerful. 
 
To my mind, the high spot of the evening was Alan’s 
new orchestration for his own Pastorale.  Its depth and 
simple majestic beauty can now be fully enjoyed.  He 
tells me there is nothing new or modern in it, but the 
brass passages that opened and closed the opus cer-
tainly belie his statement.  I hope to hear this work when 
I return to Canada. 
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“THE TALE OF A TOWNLEY” 
 
Dear Bob, 
 
No matter what I do, 
You won’t relent – and it appears 
That I must fall a victim to 
Your mania for souvenirs. 
And so, perhaps I might do worse 
Than trace your stage career in verse… 
 
I met you first in “MARK OF CAIN” 
And soon we were to meet again 
In “BOY MEETS GIRL” – your C.A.D.S. 
debut- (the voice of KNX - was you!) 
 
And then, in ‘MUSIC IN THE CAGE’ 
As odalisques we took the stage 
With swaying arms and hips a-wiggle 
We tried our damnedest not to giggle! 
 
‘LET’S RAES A LAUGH’ made you 
reveal 
A lot of things in dishabille 
(The wardrobe added to their stock 
That ever-green old evening frock!) 
 
Then, changing sex quite cleverly 
As Sandy and as Beverley 
We acted in that sure-fire winner – 
The famous ‘MAN WHO CAME TO 
DINNER’. 
 
Then ‘KRIEGIE KOCKTAIL’ came 
along 
And on a startled camp there burst 
“Hey Sugar!” – and that immortal song 
Of homage from the pen of Hurst. 
 
Next, ’YOU CAN’T TAKE IT WITH 

YOU’ makes 
A drunken harridan of you – 
A Wellington who sees the snakes 
And promptly meets her Waterloo! 
 
With you as Claire and me as Millie 
‘SPRINGSONG’ was certainly a “wow” 
Our singing may have sounded silly, 
But we enjoyed it, anyhow! 
 
If ‘KEEP IT DARK’ was not so hot 
(Nor was the weather”, George 
explains) 
At any rate you should have got 
The Arctic Medal for your pains 
 
And now ‘THE WOMEN’ is in the air 
And you and I will soon be fighting 
We’ll pull each other by the hair 
And I shall even get to biting! 
 
But, till our “prison sentence” ends 
We’ll always be the best of friends. 
 
Yours sincerely, 
 
Philip Remington 
25-11-45 
c/o Barclays Bank Ltd, 
Pall Mall East, 
London, SW 
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The Women  
Produced by Roy Goodhind and Ian Arthur  

March, 1945 
 
A well produced show to say the least – clever.  As 
for me, I thoroughly enjoyed working in it.  The audi-
ence put an immediate stamp of approval on our ef-
forts.  In three acts and 11 scenes and that called for 
a super effort from the stage manager Bruce 
Coombs, Paul White and his staff, make up artists, 
wiggies, costumers and dressers.  It was amazing 
that everything went off with no hitches and scene 
changes taking only about 1 ½ minutes each. 
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The Round Tower 
A melodrama of 1890-1900 a rip-roaring, creaking 
story of the old school once exciting, now only vastly 
humorous. 
 

The Warsaw Concerts 
Pianoforte Bert Brodie 
 

Waiting for Lefty 
A melodrama of today.  More audience 
participation and reaction.  Powerful stuff.   

  
Popular Orchestra – May, 1945 

A varied and well played concert of light 
orchestra music including selections from New 
Moon, Chu Chin Chou, etc. Bill Irving is the 
erstwhile conductor and Les Kirkham the soloist.  
In short it was very popular. 
 

College Rhythm – May, 1945 
Larry Martell’s Swing Band featuring Paul 
Goodman and his trumpet, cabaret composed 
by Don Mann.  Everything bright and breezy in a 
bright setting with almost all new faces. 
 
The orchestra was very good and Don Mann 
held the show together with breezy nonsense 
but the cabaret itself was too inconsequential to 
be long remembered but passed a pleasant 
enough evening away.  In short a typical night 
club show with one outstanding artist and a 
good band. 
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Tons of Money 
An English farce produced by Roy Goodhind 

April, 1945 
 

An old favorite of the British stage.  Well staged, 
well produced, crazy as can be, but what seemed 
ok to the English lads (by audience reaction) left 
me more than once bewildered, after being used 
to subtlety plus in American humor. I found the 
play creaking, blatant and flat. Its slapstick was 
good and the viewing worthwhile if only to see 
Ellis Evans clown his way through a role 
admirably suited to his many talents.  He 
appeared to be the only one to realize the play 
was a farce for the whole three acts.  At this stage 
of the war the play was a good choice in its 
undemanding qualities. 
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George and Margaret  
An English comedy produced by  

Philip Remington and Anthony Walters 
April, 1945 

 
A very delightful presentation in spite of stock 
scenery, costumes, setting etc., relying solely on a 
good play with interested players.  Sid Emerick as 
the not so absent minded father gave his usual fine 
performance.  Special mention to Les Potter’s 
fluttery mother considering it is his first major role 
and the second run show he has done.  The rest of 
the cast were all seasoned players and gave good 
support. 
 
The production was in capable hands and the home-
like atmosphere of this typical family was well 
brought out.  Congrats Phil and Tony.   
 
Beer was side splitting for a tiny role. 
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This is the Camp 
 

Victory Show Variety 
Written by Eric Hurst 

Produced by Leo Mundy 
Musical arrangments  by Bill irving 
Chorus arrangements by Alan Bolt 

Orchestra conducted by  Alan Bolt and Bill Irving 
April, 1944 
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“Old Folks” 
 

Lord, keep the old folks safe from fear 
At home, while I am over here; 

I pray that you would let them know 
I wear their hearts where e’er I go; 

 
Let war and death be, in their eyes 

A thing of heroes’ paradise 
May they not feel the naked rain 
Nor guess the actual hurt of pain, 

 
Do blind their hearts to thirst and cold 
For, Lord they are so sweet and old. 
Tell them I stride with vig’rous breath 

They need not know the weight of death 
 

Nor need they sense the truth of strife 
They have so little left of life. 

Lord bless tonight the ancient beds 
Where wakeful toss their dear old heads 

 
And tell them not to worry for 

I’m coming back someday from war 
Do comfort them and pleasing Thee 
Keep them alive, Dear Lord—for me 

 
By: Frank Stebbing, P.O.W. 
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The French Theatre 
 

The French in the camp (about 800 strong) have their own 
theatre built solely for that purpose – designed and executed 
by them.  It seats 350 approx and is of intimate size.  The 
stage itself is fairly narrow but of a good depth fronted by a 
deep wide orchestra pit. 
 
The décor is usually of a high standard, striking and ‘frenchy’ 
in its mold which is at its best in period settings and ultra 
modern ones. 
 
The guiding figure and female lead is M Jean Comeau who 
has presented in four years a good number of excellent 
plays of all types.  His artistry is immaculate and free flowing 
and he surrounds himself with very good supporting casts. 
 
M Gallandier usually takes male leads and M Vespierre who 
is an experienced actor always give a fine portrayal in 
character roles. 
 
M Heu, M St. Laurent, and M David are always good 
standbys. 
 
Plays are presented about every five weeks for a 4-8 
performance run and variety is rather rare, well staged but if 
an ordinary caliber. 
 
I am sorry I can’t remember many of the names of the shows 
but I have souvenir programs for some in the centre of this 
log. 
 
RGT 
 
Italian Shows 

 
Took place in the French Theatre every six months.  
Colorful, breezy but nothing new due perhaps to the Italians 
moving in and out constantly.  Toni the juggler is very clever 
and the swing band entertaining but most of the casts seem 
unsure of themselves. 
 
Dutch Shows 
 
In the French Theatre approximately every three months.  
Guus Vaaltin and his orchestra are very good but work 
mostly in the “Empire” or around English huts.  The shows 
themselves are very dull and slow moving.  Their version of 
‘The Man who Came to Dinner’ – stunk. 
 
Polish Shows 
 
In French Theatre are of a more serious classical nature.  
Their music is excellent, singers too, but the other artists are 
only fair with the exception of ‘Jan’ the harmonica queen. 
 
Russian Theatre  
 
The Russians converted one of their barrack rooms into a 
reasonable theatre.  Décor and warmth is lacking usually in 
the scenery but the often brilliant talent overshadows these 
shortcomings.  Their performances are sprightly and sincere.  
Their singing, as soloists or in chorus, is famous here as well 
as all over the world.  Russian dancing clever and musicians 
excellent. 
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The Beginning of the End 

Friday 13
th

.  General alarm given by the Germans warned us 
of the approach of Allied forces and the camp was to remain 
running normally.  Discipline of the camp was placed in the 
hands of the senior combatant British Officer, Lieut. H. Jessop. 
 
Then came a strained week of intense waiting.  Proof of the 
nearness of our forces was displayed daily by almost constant 
air activity by American aircraft, train busting, strafing, bombing 
often within a mile from the camp.  One strafing unfortunately 
resulted in the deaths of 4 British, 1 Russian, and 1 German 
guard.  German air opposition was notable by its complete 
absence. 
 
Friday 20

th
.  At a meeting held by the German Commandant 

with all the Men-of-confidence representing every nationality in 
the camp, the opportunity was given to evacuate to the 
Western side of the Elbe River in view of the fact that the 
Russian forces were rapidly approaching this immediate 
vicinity.  The British and Americans strongly opposed the 
suggestion and were then supported by all other nationals with 
the exception of the Polish who hurriedly vacated the camp. 
 
Saturday 21

st
.  Explosions and fires in the distance. 

 
Sunday 22

nd
.  Lights and water in the camp were off.  5,000 

evacuated P.O.W. arrived in this already congested camp from 
areas already over-run by the Russians.  The tenseness now 
in the air was accentuated by explosions in the area caused by 
the German demolitions.  The food situation very acute.  As 
darkness fell we felt the tenseness mount.  There was very 
little sleep for any of us with artillery barrage close by, machine 
gun fire and light flashes streaking a leaden sky.  The room’s 
darkness gave back many red glows from depleted cigarette 
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stocks as the fellows awaited the liberation they knew was 
coming they knew not how soon. 
 
Monday April 23

rd
 – the day.  Early morning we were all 

awake listening to rumors that the Germans had left the camp. 
Orders came in that the camp was now in charge of a Russian 
POW Lieut.-Colonel and we were to have our usual 7 am 
parade – Germans or no Germans. 
 
We had just got on parade when we heard a fusillade of shots 
and were treated to the sight of 4 Russian horsemen, the 
Russians looking as wild as their mounts, swept down the main 
road of the camp.  Everybody ran to the road after a premature 
dismissal and gave our liberators a warm welcome.  The 
feverish excitement that was being stored up in us had at last 
broken out in a feeling of intense relief.  To the south of the 
camp could be seen Russian cavalry, troops, tanks and 
armored cars on their way to the town of Muhlberg itself. 
 
In less than no time flags of the different nations were flying 
proudly about the camp.  We were told to expect the 
Americans between 10 am and 1 pm and so we settled down 
to wait for them by wandering about and making brews in order 
to fill in the time. 
 
The Russians in the camp all left during the morning to make 
their way back through their lines or join the troops around 
here.  Many British took the opportunity of exploring the 
countryside for themselves. 
P.S. Today is St George’s Day. 
 
Tuesday April 24

th.  
Still no Yanks.  A good majority of the 

camp are out finding food and by the look of things having 

good results.  Still sounds of battle around about.  Theatre 
carries on with “George & Margaret” and “This is the Camp” 
victory shows playing to ½ full and disinterested houses.  Most 
people just content to fill their stomachs for the first time in a 
year or two or more and enquire “where are those damned 
Yanks”? 
 
Wednesday, April 25.  Just the same as yesterday except 
that the theatre closed down and the entertainers relaxed too.  
Then at 9:05 pm a Jeep and a Yank Tank pulled up to the gate 
and then paraded through the camp midst loud cheers of 
jubilation by all of us who now at last felt that we were really 
“free”.  Our fellows clambered all over the Jeep and followed it 
like an idol or a magnet they were so happy.  Needless to say 
most of us stayed up quite a bit later eating and drinking and 
just talking over old subjects that now magically took on a new 
light. 
 
We were told to expect the main force soon and intimated that 
we should be on our way out of Germany in a couple of days.  
We will see and let’s hope we do start soon. 
 
Tuesday May 2

nd
.  This morning all the Americans were 

moved to a place 17 km from here and across the Elbe River.  
We were told that all the British Empire troops are leaving 
tomorrow morning for the same place.  Now there is a frenzy of 
packing meager packs and then just waiting once more 
wondering if we really are going to be on our way at last. 
 
Sunday May 6

th
.  At 11 am we were told that we were to leave 

the camp so at 3 pm we passed through the gates of the camp 
for the last time.  We were on our way to Riesa.  Our orderly 
columns soon broke up as each individual struck his own pace 
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and we more or less made our own way here.  The Elbe was 
crossed at Strehla and this was a highpoint to us – another 
step towards freedom. 
 
It only took us about 3 hours to do the 20 km walk and that was 
very good for most of us hadn’t walked that far in years. 
 
On our arrival at Riesa there was much confusion and 
overcrowding at the barracks (ex-SS school) so Doug and I 
who were alone decided to seek our own lodgings.  We soon 
found one and were joined by Jack Goldwhite and “Clem”.  The 
next day Harry Green turned up.  The German family cooks for 
us and leaves us to ourselves so we don’t do too badly at all.  
Our biggest efforts are to “scrounge” food and await 
developments concerning our going home. 
 
Tuesday May 8.  This morning we heard at long last, the 
war is over.  Not much cause for us to be really elated though – 
it came more as an anti-climax.  We all thought though how 
much better it would have been to be in London or New York 
(or Toronto) midst the festivities and celebrations. 
 
In honor of the day, the Germans kept telling us how wonderful 
we were.  Our Frau brought in help and cooked us a big meal.  
At night we visited around the neighborhood, drank apple-cider 
and ate our own concoction of “wasser-puddink mit rice”.  All 
night long there were continual gun shots and shells etc. 
exploding.  We wondered if the war really was over. 
 
Wednesday, May 9.  The Russians continued their 
celebrations all day singing and drinking.  We spent our time 
sun-bathing and enjoying this ideal summer weather.  The 
officials tell us once more that “it won’t be long now”, but we 

are as usual skeptical.  We are all supposed to return to 
barracks to live but we will hold onto our civilian billet as long 
as possible. 
 
Thursday, May 10.  Another perfect day spent walking and 
visiting but our impatience grows quickly.  We decided to go 
our own way to Oschatz and then to Leipzig if the Americans 
haven’t appeared to take us there by transport by next 
Monday. 
 
Monday May 14.  Yesterday we did the rounds and said 
our goodbyes.  We said our last ones at Friedl and Hannay’s 
place over some brandy (after having rabbit for dinner with 
them).  We planned to leave at 6 am today but we decided to 
go to barracks first for gen (which was not forthcoming) and we 
finally set out from Riesa shortly before noon.  On the road to 
Oschatz we met a Russian supply driver who had been a 
gefangeman for 3 years in Berlin.  He gave us bread, cheese, 
cigars and wine which we drank there, the rest was for the 
journey. 
 
When we got to Oschatz around 3 pm we met a Dutch lady 
who advised to take a different route to Leipzig more to the 
south where we would be nearer the American lines so we 
went with her.  One of our two bikes broke down hopelessly so 
we put some of the baggage on hers, carried a suitcase and 
then proceeded to walk 16 or 17 kilometers more to here 
(Neusarnzig). 
 
By golly were we tired.  My left foot was swollen badly and the 
sole covered with blisters so our overnight stay may develop 
into a few days.  As long as we can get plenty of eggs and milk 
though it won’t be too bad.  At least the four of us are getting 
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our fill of adventure walking across Deutschland! 
 
Tuesday, May 15  Today we visited around, had dinner out.  
At night we visited some evacuees in Sarnzig (the next village) 
and had a sing song.  The women had lovely natural voices.  
They sang us songs and parodies against the Hitler regime 
that only now can they sing openly.  Bob, a kid of 14 there 
speaks very good English and is a fine lad too.  At 11 pm I was 
very tired so I took our bike and made my own way back to 
where we stay.  The others rolled in after 2 am so they must 
have enjoyed themselves. 
 
Wednesday, May 16  We woke up late this morning to find 
that our bike had been stolen by the Russian kriegies traveling 
through and sleeping by the barn so that was a bit of bad luck.  
The others were out all day and tonight we moved to a house 
in Sarnzig that is very nice.  They are going into Mugeln in the 
morning to get a pass for traveling and we hope some means 
of transportation because my foot is in very bad shape still.  If 
not we will go village by village as we see fit.  
 
Thursday, May 17  We saw the Russian commander in 
Mugeln this morning and were given the freedom of the town, 
rations and four bicycles and we decided to leave tomorrow 
because of business tonight in Sarnzig. 
 
Friday May 18  We left Mugeln by trian (no less) loaded 
with refugees and got to Oschatz where we dined with some 
Polish women who have spent five years in concentration 
camp.  This evening we got the train to Wurzen and crossed 
the Mulde with no trouble at all.  Made contact with the 
Americans who gave us food and drove us to a reception camp 
at Polenz for the night.  We feel really free now that we are with 

the Americans who are treating us well and talk our language.  
Meanwhile the bulk of the Muhlberg fellows are still in Riesa 
under guard.  Our holiday in Deutschland is nearly at end now 
and are we ever glad to be on our way home at long last. 
 
Saturday, May 19  We had a top-hole breakfast in Polenz 
(airdrome) this morning and now (noon) we are waiting for 
transport to Halle and a plane to France or England.  Well we 
stuck around today and are having a swell time.  I guess we 
will move on tomorrow.  We had white bread (no less) for the 
first time in three years and some delicious beer and scanned 
several magazines while enjoying good American music from a 
Gerry G.I. radio. 
 
Sunday May 20.  Instead of going to church this morning, 
we hopped aboard a Jeep and took in a movie in the camp.  It 
was pretty boring but we stuck it out because it was such a 
novelty. 
 
We left Polenz in the early afternoon and were taken to 
Leipzig, had dinner, and some good beer.  Then last night we 
were brought here to the airdrome at Halle.  Both of these 
cities are sure messes. 
 
The camp here is great for everything and we’ve met many of 
our old friends here.  Planes come in fairly often to take us on 
our way and there are many facilities to keep us happy here 
and we are happy too.  Even more cigarettes than you can 
smoke. 
 
Monday May 21. A holiday camp no less for we have 
nothing to do but amuse ourselves and eat—neither being a bit 
of trouble as both facilities are excellent.  Three hot meals a 
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day, movies, reading etc. make this life easy to take. 
 
Tuesday May 22.  A lot more fellows in today and several 
went on their way home.  Our turn should be coming up soon.  
Still enjoying the food and movies.  Wrote Alice, Mom, Dad and 
Dot Kerr today. 
 
Doug and Jack and Harry and I are living in a nice room of our 
own and I’m not so sure but that we don’t think we are in 
heaven.  We are very much looking forward to going home but 
meanwhile we are content to enjoy ourselves here.  I think the 
four of us are happier than we have been for a coon’s age. 
 
It sure is swell to be with such good friends or perhaps 
“troopers” would be a better word; because everything is 
always ok with us even if things aren’t really right.  I won’t like 
leaving any of them when we finally get to our homes.  You get 
to know a fellow pretty darn well in a couple of years. 
Wednesday May 23.  Exactly a month now since we were 
liberated.  It seems like a year sometimes.  This afternoon we 
saw our first show “Fiesta Time” put on by U.S.D. and it was a 
good one, a real pleasure to sit back and be entertained for a 
change.  Even so the old bug kept nipping me as I watched.  
Tonight 500-600 fellows came in from Riesa at last and we can 
expect the rest very soon they say. 
 
Thursday May 24.  I especially thought of home today 
because of the holiday and as usual the weather proved pretty 
grim for the races at home or for any movement here. 
 
Friday May 25.  Today was a big day for us.  This morning 
around 11 am we were told to get a move on and get ready to 
leave.  To back up the statement the air was filled with Yank 

Oklahoma’s (C47).  Around two we took off with 25 to a kite.  
Three hours later we found ourselves at Nivelles near 
Brussels.  Noticed several Canadian ground crew there. Tea 
and biscuits and cigs again.  Then we were motored to 
Brussels, had a good meal, drew five pounds; a good bed and 
we set out to do the town.  It is a wide open place with bags of 
night clubs but is the liquor ever lousy – tastes like hair tonic 
must.  I was out by midnight so back to my bed I went.  What a 
lousy bed. 
 
Saturday May 26.  Got a civvies haircut and then went 
back to our hostel for “gen” and we got it – we were moving 
immediately.  Jack Goldwhite was nowhere around so Doug 
and I left Harry there too.  Hope we meet up with them soon 
again.  We went to another drome and flew in Lancasters with 
English crews to Oakley in Oxfordshire and had more cigs, 
food, etc.  Driven to another camp for the night and here we 
are not doing too badly either (almost think we were heroes the 
way everyone is so considerate – how long will it last?).  
Tomorrow we expect to go to London and Bournemouth for 
rekitting etc.  Sent telegrams home to announce our long 
awaited return to England.  Now everybody should  be happy.  
Incidentally, English beer still has that vague quality it had a 
couple of years ago. 
 
Sunday May 27.  Came straight to Bournemouth and it 
looks as good as ever it did.  We didn’t get finished routine till 
around 8 pm but I still had time to see a few old friends and I 
am afraid celebrate by having one too many.  A lot of boys who 
have been on leave start going home this week I am told but 
we should get leave first. 
 
Monday May 28.  Brand new battle dress today and does it 
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feel good too.  Bags more routine, good meals and best of 
all I met my old friend Norm Scott who I spent five months 
with here two years ago.  We made an evening of it and did 
we ever do some chin wagging. 
 
Sailed for Canada  - July 8, 1945 
 
Arrived Halifax – July 13, 1945 
 
Arrived Toronto – July 17, 1945 
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To a fortunate few out of we thousands of prisoners here, the phrase “IVB” in the future will mean simply the 
old Empire so aptly depicted opposite.  You and I are amongst that lucky few Sugar.  The strange truth is 
that the Empire has provided us with many riotously happy hours during a period in our lives which accord-
ing to convention and popular assumption should have been packed with misery only.  Often we shall think 
of it – and quite often we shall yearn for it.  Such is the grip of the stage even behind barbed wire. 
 
Very sincerely                   Charles Phelps                  February 23, 1945                 Muhlberg/Elbe, Germany 
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Appendix  -  Bomber Command  -  Operations Record Book  



 Appendix   -  158 Squadron  “U for Uncle”  -  Flight Details 
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 Appendix  -  158 Squadron  “U for Uncle”  -  Flight Details 



In memory of Ron Wildman,  
the pilot of “U for Uncle”,  
Dad named our Ronald William 
after this Ronald William.  
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 Appendix  -  158th Squadron Aircraft U Mission  

To: Mrs R. D. Townley                        From: Mrs. J. Partington 
96 ½ Waverley Road                          242 Atherton House 
Toronto, Canada                             Broadway North 
22/11/43                                          Walsall, Staffordshire England 
 
Dear Mrs Townley, 
I thought that I would just send you an airgraph. I am anxious to hear if it is true that Robert is safe 
and a prisoner of war, please God that it is true. I am John Partington’s mother, the wireless opera-
tor of the bomber.  We received the telegram from you and it said letter to follow, but we have not 
received any from you, so I feel that I must write to you. As you know that my boy is a prisoner in 
Germany but we have not had any address of camp or number from the Red Cross. We have re-
ceived 2 letters up to now from him and he asks me not to worry about him as he is alright. Alt-
hough we are not too far from the station where they operated from, we do not get any news only of 
our own so it is up to us to inform each other of any news. It is a very trying time for all of us isn’t it. I 
am very sorry to have to tell you that the top(?) air gunner has been killed, his parents had news 
from the air ministry last Wednesday. His name was Jim Heaton(?) only just a boy 19 years of age. 
I went to visit his mother last Thursday and she is heartbroken. She lives 4 miles from us and we 
have made great friends of each other since our boys were missing and when I received news of 
my boys safety it was something for her to hang on to that she would hear from her boy. I must 
close now. God bless you and give you strength.     
Mrs. J. Partington 

The next few pages refer to letters sent to Grandma Townley and to the family regarding the night Dad was shot down and the days following. 
 
The first is an airgraph, from the mother of John Partington, a fellow crew member of squadron 158 “U” for Uncle sent to Grandma Townley in December, 
1943. It gives an understanding of the stress the families were under as they struggled to get news of their sons. Banding together, even across oceans, 
was a source of support for them. Dad and John Partington were both POWs as a result of their plane being shot down. 
 
The next letter from Maurice Fredette of Sturgeon Falls, Ontario was sent just after the war to fulfil a promise he made to the Belgian family that owned the 
farm where Dad landed and that initially took him into their home. By the time this letter arrived Dad would have been safely home but neither Mr Fredette 
nor the Belgian family would have any way of knowing this. 
 
The postcard is from one of the Belgian students that first found Dad in a tree and alerted the family that owned the farm where the tree was. It is touching 
that so much effort was made to let family members at home hear about their loved ones. 
 
The map shows the small farming village where U for Uncle was shot down and the target for that fateful night in August, 1943. 
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Mr. Robert Gartfield Townlige 
96 ½ Waverly Road 
Toronto, Ont 

Sturgeon Falls Ont 
24-9-1945 

Dear Sir or Madam, 
 
I’m writing these lines to fulfil a promise made to a Flemish 
family in Belgium. About 9 months ago I was stationed in 
Belgium and made friends with a Flemish family and they 
asked me to deliver a few photos who might be welcome by 
the man concerned himself – or his wife – or perhaps his 
family. 
 
Here’s the story – first I got to use the name given to me with 
the address – hoping that the man himself is alive – if not some 
of his close relation gets this now. During an air battle over 
Belgium this man Robert Gartfield was shot down and 
according to that family was severely wounded in the legs and 
back. He parachuted down and fell in a big tree (photo no 1). 
This Flemish man and his son found him there according to 
what they told me and hid him in a haystack (photo no 2). He 
stayed there for a couple of days while that family stritely(??) 
(pro allied) was trying to find a doctor – but none was to be 
found so they moved him on a big farm (photo no 3) where 
they knew the Germans were going at the time and would find 
him. That was his only hope to be doctored. After a short while 
this family says he was taken away. 
 
I also got another post card showing the home and the tree 
which if it interests you I’ll send on to whoever gets this letter. 
Also if you are interest I could get the address of that family – 
this man – son speaks and writes good English. 
I’ll sign off now hoping that this letter reaches the man himself. 
 
One willing to help, 
Maurice Fredette 
Sturgeon Falls, Ont. 
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To Robert Gartfield Townlige (or ?) 
96 ½ Waverly Road 
Toronto Ontario 
Canadian Friends, 
Eight or ten Belgian students have seen your Robert 
after the fall with his flyer. Your Robert, a friend of us all, 
who has help to liberate us. We are liberated and he is 
made prisoner of the Germans. He is wounded, he is a 
prisoner of war but he shall liberated…Belgian soldiers 
are fighting to liberate him fighting side by side with 
soldiers of Canada, Amerika, England…. 
Your Robert is wounded but not dangerous. With the 
best of good wishes for a bright new year: one of your 
Belgian friends 
Antoon Eerdekens, Student 
Groote Baan, Houthalen Belgium 
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Toronto Star Review 
 
In Summer, 1999 Mom got a request 
from Linda Diebel of The Toronto Star 
asking for Dad’s POW diary to keep for 
a few months and also for the 
opportunity to interview her for a story 
on Stalag IVB that she was working on 
for the Remembrance Day coverage 
that November.  
 
Martin and I joined Mom for this 
interview. Linda’s father was a POW in 
the same camp as Dad was. It was a 
very moving experience listening to 
Mom and Linda.  
 
As a memento Mom was sent the 
pictures that photographer Boris 
Spremo took during the interview.   
 
The following 7 pages show the 
newspaper article that resulted. It is a 
small font but as retrieved from The 
Star newspaper’s archives. 
 

Bomber Command 
 
As a navigator with the Royal Air Force Heavy Bomber 
Squadron 158, Dad was eligible to receive the Bomber 
Command Bar, created in August, 2013 for 
veterans of this small group. 
 
It took 70 years from the time the fighting stopped to 
finally honour their contribution to bringing the war to 
an end, so sadly Dad (and most others) will not even 
know he was finally recognized.  In the early days 
following the war this branch was effectively shunned 
due to its nature. It was the first time bombing had 
been a feature of war and the high civilian casualty 
rate, particularly in Dresden where as many as 25,000 
civilians were killed, was an uncomfortable truth the 
upper ranks preferred to ignore. About one-half of all 
who flew bombing missions didn’t return. 
 
In order to claim the Bomber Command Bar either the 
veteran or their eldest living child needed to apply for 
it. I was sad to fit that bill! First step was to prove Dad 
had been awarded a Canadian Volunteer Service 
Medal as this was a prerequisite to going any further.  
 
My enquiry with Veterans Affairs indicated he was 
awarded several medals and badges: 
 

1939-45 Star 
Defence Medal 

Canadian Volunteer Service Medal 
War medal 1939-45 

General Service Badge 
RCAF Reserve Badge 

 
On November 12, 2013 – ever so close to 

Remembrance Day – his bar arrived.  
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Above: ID picture at time of enlisting 
Right: German prison camp ID 
Below: Post war RCAF ID 
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The Empire Theatre 



(C) All material is provided by Jane Townley Dekkers, Toronto. September 2015.
The lyrics of „Bomber command“ are written by A.C. Easton, S.A.A.F. 
See: http://www.spiritofcanada.com/veterans/stories/rcaf/xmasMenuStalag4b/BomberCommandTribute.jpg
The excerpt from the Toronto Star is published with kind permission of Linda Diebel, Toronto Star.

Copyright notice: All material in this document can only be used for non-commercial purposes. In addition, the source has to be cited. 
Redistribution in a printed form or in electronic form requires the consent of the copyright holders.
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